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THE BLIND MEN AND 
THE ELEPHANT

“And so these men of Indostan /Disputed loud and long,
Each in his own opinion /Exceeding stiff and strong,
Though each was partly in the right, / And all were in the wrong! ”



IN CONTEXT

Several talks at TAPR DCC this 
morning about the low-cost 
Personal Space Weather Station  
and Doppler measurement. 

This is one of two annual 
meetings where we discuss the 
PSWS, the other being the 
annual HamSCI workshop. 



LAST YEAR…

At TAPR 2019, I talked about the Standards 
Station Receiver. 

I also invited you all to check in with our 
special event for the Centennial of WWV. 



(WHY “THE GRAPE”?)

0) Easier to say than “Low-Cost Personal 
Space Weather Station”

1) Tiny fruit

2) It does its best work in bunches

3) We hope the data will ferment into 
something quite nice



THIS YEAR…

We have three experiments to 
report: 

•Long-term data collection: Grape 
prototypes 

•Festival of Frequency Measurement

•June 2020 Eclipse Festival

And experiments for upcoming 
eclipses:

•December 2020 Eclipse Festival

•Upcoming eclipses in 2021, 2023, 2024







POSTCARDS FROM NERDSTOCK



FESTIVAL OF FREQ. MEASUREMENT PARTICIPANTS

We had 45 stations record data 
during the Festival of Frequency 
Measurement. Most, though not all, 
had external frequency standards. 

Data was submitted on the open 
data site www.zenodo.org. >250 
KB in total.

Amateur radio callsigns are 
associated with mailing addresses.

http://www.zenodo.org/


Stacked plot, sorting by longitude, 
proved to be a good way to 
evaluate data from many stations 
at once. It also showed which 
datasets to eliminate.

Stations near to one another 
showed similar patterns.

GPSDOs were important. 



BIG QUESTIONS FOR THE PERSONAL SPACE 
WEATHER STATION PILOT EXPERIMENTS

PSWS 

Network

Data 

Collection
Station Design

Database 

Methodology
Data Analysis

1. How many volunteer stations can we get?   As many as possible. 

2. How close do these stations have to be? Wherever they are. 

3. What kind of data do we need to collect? Whatever we can. 

4. How do we analyze this data once we have it? Hmm...

As many as possible. 

Wherever they are. 

Whatever we can. 

Hmm...



THE “MIDPOINT” ISN’T THE MIDPOINT
PHaRLAP raytrace
simulations of 
WWV to AD8Y’s 
station in Cleveland, 
using the 
International 
Reference 
Ionosphere. 2.5, 5, 
and 10 MHz.



THE “MIDPOINT” ISN’T THE MIDPOINT

PHaRLAP simulation: Change 
in ray apogee for each FFM 
station over a 24-hour 
period using IRI.

Blue is the E layer, purple F1, 
pink F2.  

Note that the midpoints move 
around more for some stations 
than others.



JUNE 21, 2020 ECLIPSE FESTIVAL



JUNE 21, 2020 ECLIPSE FESTIVAL

Standard station: BPM, 10 MHz; otherwise, basically the 
same process as the original Festival of Frequency 
Measurement. 

https://hamsci.org/june-2020-eclipse-festival-frequency-
measurement

Open call to amateur community – website was translated 
into Chinese, Dutch and Spanish. 

Ran a practice day and helped stations get their 
instrumentation up and working.

Three days of data collection – should record more control 
data. Analysis is ongoing. 

https://hamsci.org/june-2020-eclipse-festival-frequency-measurement






NEW FRIENDS



LESSONS LEARNED, SO FAR

We should be recording raw audio, not a derived 
data product. 

Fldigi is not good at recording audio, which led to 
computer crashes. 

3 days’ data collection (plus an optional additional 2) 
looking for a good control period. In future, let’s try 
recording a full week.  

Recording from the existing KiwiSDR network 
(rx.linkfanel.net) was helpful, but the scripting needs 
more work – it tended to crash during control periods.



PREPARATIONS FOR THE 2024
SOLAR ECLIPSE

CWRU will be in totality for this one!

We hope to have WWV measuring 
stations running across the country by 
then.  

With any luck, this will give us the 
opportunity to make some cool maps.



….BUT WHY WAIT?



NEXT: DECEMBER 2020 ECLIPSE

Most of the June Eclipse Festival 
participants also expressed 
interest in participating in the 
December eclipse. 

Will move away from fldigi
collection and not use a derived 
data product. 

Planning to deploy PSWS 
prototypes in tandem with other 
networks. 

Looking for a Portuguese 
translator!

https://hamsci.org/december-2020-eclipse-festival-frequency-measurement

https://hamsci.org/december-2020-eclipse-festival-frequency-measurement


FOR MORE INFORMATION…

If you’d like to look at the data from these and future experiments, check 
out the HamSCI group on Zenodo: https://zenodo.org/communities/hamsci

Join our mailing list and regular telecons: https://hamsci.org/get-involved

Sign up for the December eclipse: https://forms.gle/zk6TtbedfSeu8RAX7

https://zenodo.org/communities/hamsci
https://hamsci.org/get-involved
https://forms.gle/zk6TtbedfSeu8RAX7
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